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When I pulled up this morning in the dark, just before six, the sight of students 

gathering at the gate wasn’t what I expected. It hit me that these were seniors 

wanting to come together at the start of the year to watch the sunrise. Their 

intentional act to usher in their final year of high school reminded me of a term 

we’ve used: “Tiller Up”. It is a synonym for “showing up”, and there were 

numerous examples of people intentionally showing up this week to get us 

started well! 

Secretaries “Tillered” Up this week by meticulously following up with the 

registration process and helping to contact families to account for every last 

student. The new process of registering on-line brought some challenges and our 

team showed up all summer to make sure we were on top of it. When it came 

down to crunch time this week, we were in excellent shape to identify the status 

of every single student. It was a huge undertaking and our staff was amazing.  

Parents “Tillered Up” this summer by getting their students registered on-line. 

Our school had some of the best numbers all year of people registered on-line. 

Way to go, and thank you parents! 

Admin “Tillered Up” this week leading the charge to make sure that all of the 

details were covered to ensure our start was organized, accurate and calm. I 

watched them work tirelessly behind the scenes to make sure facilities were 

ready, master schedules were fine-tuned, and students were counted accurately 

and effectively. The passion, compassion, and competence of our admin shined 

brightly all week. 

Our campus security “Tillered Up” this week by making sure that students were in 

the right places at the right times. Sometimes freshman needed extra assistance 

finding locations and our team was there to help. I appreciated their friendly 

demeanor with students and the seriousness with which they took their role. 

Managing 2,300 is usually not an issue because a vast majority of our students are 



here to learn. However, should an issue arise, I am grateful for the quality of our 

security team. 

Our facilities team “Tillered Up” all week making sure that our grounds were 

ready for the start of school. They also worked quickly to deal with issues brought 

to them in order to support our teachers, students, and staff to the best of their 

capacity. An important aspect of any high school is the responsiveness of the 

operations team and we are blessed to have an amazing crew- they definitely 

showed up well this week. 

Counselors “Tillered Up” this week; problem solving countless issues from 

individual schedule changes to identifying the most needed master schedule 

adjustments. One of their most creative problem solving strategies took center 

stage- literally. Instead of waiting for students to come to them, then proactively 

set up shop on the plaza stage. As they stood and professionally handled each 

student, I couldn’t help but feel gratitude for team members willing to stand 

outside in the heat all day for our students.  

Students “Tillered Up” this week by coming to school ready to grow. In my many 

conversations with students this week I heard them describe their goals and 

aspirations for not only this year, but for life after high school. Freshman and 

sophomores shared with me their intentions for doing well in school. Juniors 

talked about their angst, but also their determination to do well in a year 

particularly strategic for college acceptance. Seniors explained their plans for 

applying to colleges. I was impressed with the intentionality of their choices as 

they articulately described their reasoning for each college choice. As they talked, 

I couldn’t help but think that this level of critical thinking didn’t happen by 

accident. It was obvious that the students with whom I interacted had been 

positively influenced by adults.  

Students also “Tillered Up” this week by writing out their hopes on chart paper 

along the cafeteria wall. It was really special to watch students use a marker and 

take time to write out what they hoped for. It provided insight on what students’ 

are focused. It was a great reminder of why we do what we do. 



Teachers “Tillered Up” this week in and out of their classrooms. I observed 

teachers taking their classes to a glass display which contained posters showing 

what teachers hope for their students. The statements teachers took time to 

write definitely impacted students. They easily identified that teachers care for 

them and want a bright future for them.  

As I walked around and peered into classrooms this week, I watched teachers 

intentionally working to establish the culture of their classroom. I even took a 

picture of teachers standing outside their classroom door to intentionally greet 

students as part of establishing a quality culture. I was impressed with how 

classroom after classroom revealed that students were collaborating and working 

in small groups, whether it was a team building activity or a more content driven 

exercise. The evidence I collected this week demonstrated that there was 

intentional effort to get kids moving, talking, and engaging.  

I am looking forward to a great year. We have a lot of work to do in making sure 

students maximize their potential and we are off to a great start. There will be so 

much to celebrate in and out of the classroom when it is over.  

It is great to be a Tiller! 

Go Tillers! 

Jon 

 

PS – Speaking of “Tillering Up”, Volleyball won last night at Irvine on all three 

levels. It is the first time that has happened in recent history. A large contingent of 

Tiller fans got to see it happen! 

I hope to see many of you tonight at the football game to watch our team “Tiller 

Up”!  


